
This is a motion brought by Minden Gross to be removed as counsel of record for 2654982 Ontario Ltd., 
2654983 Ontario Ltd., 2654990 Ontario Ltd., 2654992 Ontario Ltd., and 2654993 Ontario Ltd. (the “Xiao 
Companies”).  
There is an important motion relating to the validity of certain easements on a former golf course development 
scheduled to be argued on June 21, 2022, before me. The Xiao Companies seek to have the easements removed, 
Romspen and a coalition of other landowners seeks to have them upheld. 
The motion has been in play since August 2021. It was scheduled for argument on March 4, 2022 but was 
adjourned at my direction to ensure that other landowners affected by the easements had notice. The June 21 
date was set, following several case conferences, with the concurrence of all counsel. 
On June 7, 2022 Mr. Xiao terminated his relationship with Minden Gross. He has cited language and 
communication problems as his reason for doing so. Mr Xiao is “in the process” of retaining Mr. Wang, or at 
least his firm. 
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Both Ms. Markovic and Mr. Wang suggest that an adjournment is necessary to enable the Xiao Companies to 
receive adequate representation. Any adjournment is opposed by Romspen, the Receiver and the other 
landowners seeking to uphold the easements. 
I have reluctantly concluded that an adjournment will be granted. While Mr. Xiao was foolish to have left his 
articulated concerns over communication difficulties until the last minute, the pending motion is an important 
one, the outcome of which will have a significant impact on the financial interests of the Xiao Companies. I 
accept that delay always has inherent risks. However, the adjournment will be brief and subject to terms. There 
is no evidence of irremediable prejudice. 
The June 21, 2022 date is vacated. The motion shall proceed before me on July 25 for one day. It shall be heard 
virtually. The new motion date is peremptory to the Xiao Companies and will proceed with or without counsel. 
The Xiao Companies shall have ten days to appoint new counsel. 
The evidence is that all material for the easement motion, including factums, has been filed and that the record 
is complete. There shall be no new material filed. 
I award costs thrown away payable forthwith by the Xiao Companies fixed in the following all inclusive 
amounts: $2,500 to Romspen, $500 to the Receiver and $500 to the other landowners represented by Paliare 
Roland. These costs shall be paid, in any event, before July 25, 2022. 
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